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communications
environment
environment and
and are
are therefore
therefore directly
directly
interpretable
of the
world. world.
Communications between
between
modules
interpretable ininterms
terms
of physical
the physical
Communications
modules
loosely loosely
coupled coupled
through
the LAN
IAN (e.g.,
(e.g., IEEE
IEEE 802.3)
802.3) consists
consists of
of
Effector
based
objects
be considerably
lessthe
Effector based
objects
can be can
considerably
less
through
obvious since
represent intended
plans
plans and reports.
obvious
sincethey can
can represent
intaxied actions
actions
or cihanges
changes in
rabot processing.
in robot
processing.
Plans. Plans
plans.
plans communicate
communicate control
controlinformation
information
and
and
take the
theform
form
of production
rules extended
to
take
of production
rules extended
to
Interaction
Mechanisms
echanisms
Interaction M
situations.A plan
plan has
has
control
control of realtime situations.
the the
following
fields:name,
name,initiation
initiation
condition,
following fields:
condition,
The modules
of a
aof
rcbot can
throuc^
Ihe
modules
robot
can interact
interact either
either
thrmgh
trigger condition,
condition, termination
termination condition
conditionand
and
trigger
blackboard
blacikboard memory
memoryor or
throui^
through communications.
communications. The
action. The
The
symbolic
is token
token
blackboard memory
memorysupports
supports
interactions
interactions
betweenbetween
action.
planplan
name isname
aa symbolic
whichwhich
pexmits hi^
highlevel
level
access
to the plan.
corditions
tightly
coupled functional
functional modules
modules and
and
tightly coupled
permits
access to
plan. Conditions
are arbitrarily
azbitrarfiy complex
complex
aonjuncts
disjuncts ofof
communications
interactions
conjuncts and disjuncts
communicationsonon aa IAN enable
enableinteractions
attribute
fieldsandand
of predicates
applied
to
between loosely
looselycoupled
cou^jled mcdules.
modules.
attribute fields
of predicates
applied
to
attribute fields.
fields. The
Theinitiation
initiation condition
condition
Blackbard
Memory
Blackboard Memory
specifies the
theconditions
conditions
the plan
specifies
afterafter
whicii which
the plan
action can
can first
first be
be invoked.
invoked. The
action
The trigger
trigger
condition specifies
specifiesthe
Shar&
m o d u l e s can
tightly
whichmust
must
be
Shared Memory.
Memory. subsystem
Subsystem modules
can be ti^tly
condition
the conditions
conditions which
coupled through
shared
on a
a high
coupled
throughmemory
memory
shared
on speed
speed
true
for
the action
plan to
action
to(i.e.,
be both
taken (Le.,
true for
the plan
be taken
IEEE 796)
796)
processing
parallel bus
bus(e.g.,
(e.g.,
IEEEwith thethe
processing initiation
trigger
conditions
must
initiation andand
trigger
conditions
must both
be both b
components. A mcdule's
module's bladldxjard
blackboardresides
resides
in
in tthis
his
true for
for the
the plan
plan action
action to
to be
be taken).
taken). The
true
The
memory.
Standard Blackkaxd
Blackboard Interface
Procedures
memory. standard
Interface E?mcdmw
evaluated
after
trigger condition
condition
is continually
trigger
is continually
evaluated after
(SBIPs)
uniform
access
to
the information
information
(SBIPS)provide
provide
uniform
access
to the
the initiation
initiation
condition
true and u
the
condition
becomes becomes
true and until
contained
contained in
in the
the blackboard
blackboard structure
Structure and provide
pruvide
the termination
termination condition
condition becomes
becomes true.
true. The
The
the
the concurrency control
to be
contml mechanisms
mechanisms necessary
~?cess?vyto
the
termination condition
conditionspecifies
specifies
condition
termination
the the
condition
effective in
effective
in a
a dynamic multltasking
multitasking and
and
after
which
the action
plan will
action
r w e r will
after which
the plan
never
be invoked.
multiprocessor computing
environment. Classes
computing environment.
Classes and
If
thetermination
termination
condition
becames
true before
If the
condition
becomes
true before
instances
created and changed
instances may be
bedynamically
dynamically
created
the
initiation
condition
becomes
true
the initiation
condition
becomes
true then
the then th
these procedures.
using these
plxxdEes. As initicilly
initially implemented,
implemented,
plan action
action isisnever
nevertaken.
taken.Plan
Planactions
actions
plan_
cancan
dynamic access
access
was limited
to theof processes
ofeitherc
dynamic
was limited
to the processes
initiate
ontrol actions
actions ororreport
initiate either
control
report actions.
actions.
creating
and deleting instances
a class
clciss and of
creating arid
instances of
of a
of
Plans require
require virtual
virtualcircuit
circuitcommunications
communications
Plans
reading
attribute
value p
packets.
avalue
ckets. At
reading and
andwriting
writing
attribute
services
since
the production
implies
services since
the production
of a
a plan
plan implies
that time,
time,
object
were by defined
software
that
object
classesclasses
were defined
software
source receipt
receipt
acknowledgements
source
of a
a of
number ofof
acknowledgements
engineers
recent
engineers at
at system
system creation
creation time.
time. A recent
from
the
destination
which the
identify t
from the
destination
modulemodule
which identify
enhancement permits
object
clcisses to
permits o
bject classes
to be created
created
success or
or failure
failureof of
different
aspects
success
different
aspects
of aa of
dynamically bybydownloading
downloading
blackboard
blackboard
structures
structures
plan's progression.
plan's
progression

-.
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locomotion
controlsubsystems,
subsystems,
the locomotion
locomotion control
the locomotion
Reports. Reports
Reports communicate world model
Reports.
model
subsystem
uses
vehicle
information
fo
subsystem
vehicle
attitudeattitude
information
for
information
used
to maintain
the ofconsistency
ofuses
information used
to maintain
the consistency
informed
adaptivevehicle
vehicle
control
and the
the vehicle
vehicle
informed adaptive
control
and
distributed blackboards.
blackboards. As
As aa result
result ofofthis
this
attitude subsystem
subsystem uses
uses locomotion
locomotion state
state
attitude
prpse and
and for
for thethe
economy
of communications,
communications, all
all
purpose
economy
of
information
anticipate
incoming
information totoanticipate
and and
filterfilter
incoming
reports
every
module
on theon the
reports are
arebroadcast
broadcastto to
every
module
sensor
data. Absolute
Absolutevehicle
vehicleposition
position
estimates
sensor data.
estimates
network. Reports
in the
Bprts represent
represent assertions
assertions
the
in form
form
network
are improved
improvedthrough
through
cooperative
interactions
are
cooperative
interactions
of
the dbject-attritxtte-value-accuracy-confidenceabject-attribute-value-acaxacy-wnfidenceof the
between
vehicle
attitude
sensor
thethe
vehicle
attitude
sensor and
and
navigation
navigation
timestamp
tuples
to represent
model
timestamp tuples
used used
to represent
world model worldbetween
subsystems. Recently,
Reoently, cocperation
w t i o n between
between
sensor
sensor subsystems.
information in
in the
the blackboard.
blackboard. Reports
Reportsareare
the proximity
and and
the vision
sensor sensor
proximitysensor
sensor
the vlsion
in response
responseto to
active
actions.the
generated in
active
plan plan
actions.
has
been implemented
implemented toto
impme target
taryet
Report
conditions
can be used
filterused
the to subsystems
been
improve
Report plan
plan
conditions
can to be
filter has
the
identification and
and location.
location. The
The proximity
proximity
transmission ofof
world
in and
transmission
world
model mcdel
data in data
both
both time
time
and
subsystem uses
uses the
the vision
vision subsystem
subsystem to
to locate
locatean
an
subsystem
value space
space within
within aa robot.
mht.
out-of-range target
targetand
and the
the vision
vision subsystem
subsystemuses
uses
out-of-range
proximity
to
search
proximity information
information
to narrow
narrow itsits
searchfor
for the
the
Intelligent Communications
Communications Interfaces.
Interfaces. The
The
Intelligent
target
target vehicle.
vehicle. From
From this
this experience,
experience,the
the
blackboard
can be
be distributed
distributedoverover
the LAN
LAN
the by
by
blackboard can
coordination
techniquedescribed
described
has
coordination technique
aboveabove
has
connecting
looselycoupled
coupled
modules
through
connecting loosely
modules
through
demonstrated
the the
diverse
demonstrated that
that ititsupports
supports
diverse
Intelligent Communications
(Id) (ICI)
[1].
[I].
Intelligent
communicationsInterfaces
Interfaces
cooperation between
by aaby
cooperation
betweensubsystems
subsystemsrequired
required
Ihis
rmis mechanism
mechanism maintains
maintainsthe
the local
lccal consistency
consistency of of
complex
autonomaus
system.
complex autonomous
robotrobot
system.
the
report
the blacGcboard
blackboard by monitoring
monitoring thethe
report traffic
traffic on
on
the
sdso
of of
the network.
network It It
also si^jports
supports the
the distribution
distribution
control
enabling the
the downloading
downloadiq and
and triggering
triggering
control by enabling
MIJETIpLE ROBOT
WlBOT COORDINATION
COORDINATION
MULTIPLE
of contingency
contingency plans
plansforfor
each
module.
of
each
module.
The The
blackboard
aa well
blackboard concept
conceptprovides
provides
well defined
defined
Multiple
be coordinated
to achieve
Multiple robots
robotscancan
be coordinated
to achieve
interaction mechanism
mechanism
throuqh
which
all modules
interaction
throui^
which all
modules
can
all representation
in the in greater
can cooperate.
cooperate.Since
since
all representation
the
greater
diversity and
and totoobtain
obtaingreater
greater
diversity
blackboard isissymbolic,
symbolic,
communications
blackboard
commionications
caui becan be
robots
parallelism. Diversity
Diversityprovides
pmides multiple
multiple robots
parallelism.
limited
terse representations.
limited toto
veryvery
terse representations.
Further Further
with the
spatial
extension
and and
the abilities
abilitiesforfor
spatial
extension
details ofofthethe
ICI design
design and
and implementation
implementation can
can
details
Id
resource
tailoring. Spatial
Spatialextension
extension
permits
resource tailoring.
permits
be
in Refs.
[1
be found
found
in Refs.
[l && 3].
31.
multiple
to address
tasks which
require
multiple robots
robots
to address
tasks
which require
simultaneous
actions
at two orat
more two or
simultaneous coordinated
coordinated
actions
Ittplementation
liqlementation
separate locations.
locations.Resource
separate
Resoume tailoring
tailoring lets
lets
aa mix
mix
of tasks
with with
differing
requirements
to be
of
tasks
differing
requirements
be most
most to
Programming. The
The distributed
distributed
blackboard
concept
Programming.
blackSaoard
concept
economically addressed
task
assigning totoeach
each
task
economically
addressedby assignir^
described
requires
aa minimum
software
only the
described here
here
requires
minimum ofof
software only
the resources
resourcesrequired.
required.This
Thiscapability
capability
support consisting
of the
SBIPsthe
and SBIPs
aa
support
consisting
of ICI,
the the
ICI,
and lead
could
lead
to the
the implementation
implementation of
of rc±iot
robot families
families
could
to
multitasking operating
kernel
whichwhichwith various
multitasking
operatingsystem
system
kernel
skills and
and the
the assignment
assignment
various
specialized
specialized
skills
si:55)orts
task
of
appropriate
robot "team"
of thethe
appropriate
robotto perform
llteamlgeachto perfor
supports memory control,
control,
task switching
switching and
and access
access
to
to the
the network.
network. This
This compactness
compactnessmakes
makesthis
this task.
task. Cooperative
Cooperative behavior
behavior between
between redundant
redundant
coordination concept very
very accessible
accessible toto
robotscanbeusedtodetectandcorrectsubsystem
robots
can be used to detect and correct subsystem
programmers. The
Thelayering
layering
ofSBIPs
theandSBIPs
and
the and
programmers.
of the
the
failures
failures
and processing
processing errors.
errors. This
This ability
ability
IC1 hides
hides much
muchof
of the
the complexity
complexityinherent
inherent
enables multiple
multiple robots
robots to
to ensure
ensure the
the success
success of
of
ICI
to to enables
The SBIPs
SBIPS
interacting
sophisticated
interacting sophisticated
subsystems. The
critical
t a s k s where
where maintenance
maintenance and
and repair
repair
critical tasks
provide aa simple
pmide
simple and
and well
well defined
defined
interface
interface
to
to the
the
services are
are not
not available
availabledespite
despite
the
the occurrence
occurrence
services
capabilities of of
the blackboard
to therepresent
the equipment
capabilities
the blackboard
to represent
of
extended
of repeated
repeated
equipmentfailures
failures(e.g.,
(e.g.,
extended
model.
The
object
space missions).
alsoalso
provides
the
space
missions).Parallelism
Parallelism
provides
the
world model.
The blackboard's
blackboard's object
opportunity for
to increase
for multiple
multiplerobots
robots
to increase
representation
structure,
tree structure,
representation structure,
class class
tree structure,
inheritance
eind active
all
overall
Even
inheritance properties
properties
and functions
active functions
all system
Even thou^
thoqh aa single
single
overall
systemthroughput.
throughput.
form aa powerful
powerful collection
collectionof of
flexible
robot may
maybe entirely
entirely capable
capableof performing
of performing
form
flexible
toolstools robot
aa
necessary to
necessary
to represent
represent both
both the
the static
static
and
and c^Tiamic
dynamic
task, the
the application
application
of multiple
robats to
to
large task,
large
of multiple
rctoots
aspects ofofthethe
tasktask
environment.
All ofAll
these
the
task task
Ceui speed
completion.
this
the same
same
canitsspeed
its In
completion.
In
aspects
environment.
of these
situation, coordination
coordination
is necessary
to ensure
features make
makeaa tractable
tractable and
and capable
capble programming
prostamming
features
situation,
is necessary
to ensure
environment.
Thedecoupling
decoupling
effect
provlded
by efforts
environment. The
effect
provided
by
that
efforts are
arenot
not duplicative
that
duplicative or
or
the blackboard
software
modulesmodules
to be to counterproductive.
the
blackboardenables
enables
software
be
Eventually,multiple
multiple
robots
counterproductive.
Eventually,
robots
developed independently
developed
independentlyand
and to
to be
be integrated
integrated with
with
will
for any
of the
will bebeemployed
employed
for and
anyall and
allabove
of the abo
a
of effort.
effort. Programming
prosramming efficiency
efficiency can
can
a minimum of
purposes.
purposes.
be
be increased
increased
by building
by building
software modules
software
whichmodules which
built 1:5)
up from
from small
small
reusable
are built
reusable
pieces.pieces.
Several
when designing
S
e v e r a l factors
factors must
mustbe considered
be considered
when designing
a cooperating
robotsrobots
a
cooperating collection
collectionof autonomous
of autonomous
including
Examples.
This distributed
distributed blacQdxjazd
blackboard
concept has
has
Examples. This
concept
including interaction
interaction spontaneity,
spontaneity, available
available
been implemented
implemented on on
an autonomous
testbed,
vehicle
robot domain
domainca:5)ling,
capling,
communications
bandwidth,
been
an autonomous
vehicle testbed,
communications bandwidth,
robot
the
Ground Surveillance
SurveillanceRobot
Robot(GSR).
(GSR). This
This
robot
complexityand
and
number
of robots
the Ground
robot complexity
thethe
number
of robots
employed. The
mechanism
employed
Thecoordination
coordination
mechanism
employed
experimental vehicle
vehicle has
has permitted
permitted e^qploration
exploration
e^qjerimental
of of employed.
a
between
complex
should
to support
both both
should be
be flexible
flexibleenough
enough
to support
a variety
variety ofofinteractions
interactions
between
cmnphx sensor
sensor
centralized
eaid
and decentreilized
decentrdLized automated
automatedplanning.
planning.
and
controlsubsystems.
subsystems.
Interactions
between centralized
the
and control
Interactions
between the
This flexibility
flexibility
permits
greater spontaneity
navigation sensor
sensorandand
the proximity
This
permits
greater spontaneity
of
navigation
the proximity
sensor sensor
interaction andand
provides
thus thus
provides
greater
greaterability
ability to
to
subsystems are
position
fllbsystems
are used
used to
to determine
determineobstacle
dxtacle
position interaction
cope with
with circumstances
circumstancesvmanticipated
unanticipated
by the
by the
in
in absolute
absolutecoordinates.
coordinates. In
In two
two way
wayinteracticais
interactions cope
system designer.
communications
bandwidth
designer.TheThe
communications
bandwidth
between the
the vehicle
vehicleattitude
attitudesensor
sensor
between
and and
the the system

subsystems.
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SYSTEM
onlyonly
those those
robots with
SYSTEM context
context includes
includes
robots with
available between
multiple
robots
available
between
multiple
mbots can
can affect
affect their
their
which there
are communications.
communications. No
Nocooperation
-tisis
is
thereare
organization. If
If the
thechannel
channelconnecting
connectingthe
the
organization.
expected
objects
from the
SCJRRDCMJINGS.
expected from
fromthethe
objects
from
the
robots is is
as large
the total
robots
as as
large
as sensor-effector
the total sensor-effector
Thus,
noncommunicating
robots are
present
Thus, if if
noncommunicating
robots
arein present
bandwidth then
coupled
so
bandwidth
then the
the robots
robotscancanbe be
coupled
so
the
represented
the task
task environment,
environment, they
they are
are simply
simply e
rp
ti^tly
tightly asasto
to function
function as
as aa single
single virtual
virtualrobot
robot.
as components
of the
Cooperating
as
components
of SURROUNDINas.
the SURROUNDING%
Cooperating
On
hand, hand,
if the if
channel
On the
theother
other
the bandwidth
channel isbandwidth
is
robots can
be viewed as set
knowledge
robots
canbeviewedas
set of capsQsle
of capableknowledge
much smaller
then
take
smdller
then the
the coordination
coordination must
must
take place
place
based
acting
on the entire
SELF,
SYSTEM
based entities
entities
acting
on the
SEW,entire
SYSTEM
at
at higher
higher symbolic
symbolic levels
levels to
to maximize
maximize
and SURROUNDINGS
,~~WUNDINGS knowledge
knowledge base.
base. Knowledge
mwledge in
in all
all
communications
effectiveness. The
The coupling
coupling
communications effectiveness.
of these
these contexts
contexts can
can be
berepresented
representedasas
of
between robot
rabot sensor
sensorand
and effector
effector domains
domains affects
affects
collections ofofblacWxard
objects.
collections
blackboard
objeds. No substantial
substantial
the
cooperation
required
between between
the degree
degreeof of
cooperation
required
changes
changes are
are needed
needed in
in the
the single
single robot
robot
multiple
Lsss coi^sling
coupling implies
impliesdecreased
decreased
multiple robots. Less
representation
above above
to cope with
representation described
described
to the
cope with
communications requirements
communications
requirements and
and coupling
coupling
coordinated
demands of
of multiple
multiple
coordinated robots.
complexity. The
among
The coordination
wordination problem
prablem
among robots
robots
complexity.
becomes
more complex
complex as
as the
the number
number of
of
becomes more
As discussed
discussed earlier,
earlier, aa robot can
can be modelled
modelled as
as aa
participating
robots isisincreased
increased
as the AS
participating robots
and and
as the
collection of
of sensor,
sensor, effector
effector and
andreasoning
reasoning
sophistication ofofthethe
participating
robotsrobotscollection
sophistication
participating
includes
capabilities. Sensor
Sensorknowledge
knowledge
includes all
all the
the
increases.
The distributed
distributedblackboard
blackboardconcept
concept capabilities.
increases. The
state state
information
avzdlable available
physical
andlogical
logical
information
described
can can
be extended
to address
described above
above
be extended
to the
addressphysical
the and
to the
the robot
robot about
about the
the SELF,
SELF,SYSTEM,
SYSTEM,and
and
requirements imposed
multiple
requirements
imposed bybycoordinated
coordinated
multiple to
SURROUNDINGS contexts.
SURROUNDINGS
contexts. Effector
Effector knowledge
knowledge
~n
this extension,
extension, each
each robot
robot is
is modelled
modelled
robots. In
this
aboutabout
all the all
physical
includes information
information
theandphysical
as
intelligent
component
larger
of system.
system. includes
as an an
intelligent
component
of aa larger
logical
available
to
logical actions
actions
available
to the
the robot
mbot in
in the
the SELF
The
The proposed
praposed coordination
coordination technique
technique can
can swjjport
support aa
and SYSTEM.
Reascaiing
aml
SYSTEM.
F?wxmhJ capabilities
capabilities include
indLude the
the
variety of
and dynamic
variety
of static
static and
dynamic system
system
knowledge based
expertise
and planning
knowledge
based
expertise
planning available
available
organizations.
organizations.
the
SYSTEM
to
the
robot
from theboth
the the
SELF
to the
robot
from both
SELF and
SYSTEM
contexts.
and plans
contexts. Active
Activefunctions
functions
and associate
plans associate
System Structuring
systems-ing
blackboard object
accesses
with actions
of sensors
blackboard
object
accesses
with actions
sensorsof
and effectors.
effectors. Local
Localsensor
sensorand
andeffector
effector
and
Unlike the problem ofofcoordinating
aa single
unlike
cooxdinating
single robot
rabot
knowledge isis
provided
by drivers
provided
by writing
driversto the
writing to
where
some
guidelines
system
for structuring
Structuring could
d d
where some
guidelines
for system
local
local blackboard
blacMmard throu^
through the
the SBIPsi.
SBIRt.
be suggested, coordination
cooxdination ofofmultiple
multiplerobots
robots is
is
by
nature
an expansive
and difficult
by its
itsvery
very
nature
an expansive
and difficult
Remote sensor
yhile
treated
Remote
sensor and
and effector
effector objects,
objects,
while
trt=ateA
robots
problem. The
The organization
organization
of acperating
problem.
of cooperating
robots
local
objects,
require
no differently
differentlythan
than
local
objects,
require
depends primarily
thethe no
depends
primarily upon
upon the
thenature
natureof of
commimication with
the
the sources
scurces andl
d l destinations
destinations of of
with
application. However,
observations
application.
However, some
somegeneral
general
absewations communication
their
cancan
be be
their information.
information. This
Thiscommunication
communication
be designed
designed
can
Multiple
robotsbe
should
can be be
made.made.
Multiple
robots should
to the
the individual
individual robot
rnbot but
lxrt the
the world
world
transparent to
transparent
to benefit
from from
both diversity
and parallelism.
to
benefit
both diversity
and parallelism.
model
e
a
& cooperating
cooperating entity should
should have
have the
the
model ofofeach
This
This implies
implies that
that
each
each robot's
robot's sensor
sensor and
and effector
effector
same
and and
must have
same structure
structure
mustenough
have overlap
enoughin overlap
domsiins should
somewhat
overlap
another's
h e r ' s domains
domains
domains
should
somewhat
overlap
content to
content
to permit
permit communications
communications (i.e.,
(i.e.,
to accommodate
failures
and
to
aMxlmmodate inevitable
inevitabledevice
device
failures
and to
to
robots
mustmust
communicate
in common
cooperating
robots
communicate
in common
be able
to exploit
task peirallelism
when it is
be
able
to exploit
task parallelism
iswhen cooperating
it
languages). The
overlap
between
robot
languages).
The amount
amountof of
overlap
between
rabat
available.
available. Further,
Further, coitplex
complex tasks
tasks usually
d l y demand
demand
world
is determined
by the organization
world models
models
is determined
by the organizat
capability
than available
available from
from
single robot
robot
more capability
than
aa single
communications
is
through which
which the
the
communications
is conducted,
cmkcted, by
so complete
whilewhile
desireable,
complete functional
functionaloverlap,
overlap,
desimable, throu^
the
in
the difference
difference
in levels
levels between
between the
tlhe communicating
communicatjng
is often
often
impossible.
These observations
support
is
impossible.
These observations
support
robots,
by the
the relationship
relationshipbetween
between
robots,
by
thethe
the
drawn drawn
from consideration
of the
the conclusions
conclusions
from consideration
of the
design factors
factors
discussed
above. Coordination
coordination ofof
communicating
entities and
andby by
structural
design
discussed
above.
commiinicating entities
the the
structural
multiple robots
robotsforfor
practical
applications
multiple
practical
applications
differences inin
the world
models. models.
If necessary,
differences
the world
If necessary,
requires aa very flexible
striKtaire.
stnrctUra lliis
This
requires
flexiblesystem
system
effector
just
can represent
represent plans
plans
just as
as well
well
effector dajects
objectscan
requirement places
challenging
demands upon the
requirement
places
challengingdemandsuponthe
as
and the
resvilts.of Noresults. N
as past
pastactions
actions
andhistory
the of
history
world model
modelrepresentation.
representation.
longer must
longer
must these
these spaces
spacesrepresent
representonly
onlythethe
possible actions
whichwhich
might be
appropriate
for
possible
actions
might
be appropriate
the prevailing
sensed situation.
World Model
Model
the
prevailing
situation. This
This modification
modification
permits multiple
cooperation
as wellasas well as
permits
multiplerobot
robot
Cooperation
In
In aa collection
colkction ofofmultiple
multiple
robots,
robots, each
each with
with its
its
enablir^
learning
learning behavior
behavior in
in single
single robots.
&
ling
own
each
onlyonly
own resident
resident taowledge,
knowledge,
each robot
rabot must
must model
model
that portion
the task
which is which is
that
portionof of
the environment
task environment
cammunications
Comraunications
relevant
functions.
RobotRobot
world world
models models
relevant totoitsits
functions.
miost logically
onlyonly
when when
the function
of
must
lcgicallyoverlap
overlap
the function
of message
The
The
message passing
passing paradigm
paradigmemployed
employedto to
one
depends
upon the
function
another. of coordinate
one robot
robot
depends
upon
the offunction
another. the
coordinate
the subsystems
subsystems of
of aa single
single autonomous
autonomaus
For cooperating
cooperating
For
robots
mbots the
the additional
additional
awareness
awareness
of
ofrobot
thethe
can be applied
applied almost
almost directly
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